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ABSTRACT 
We investigate the relative computational powers of a mesh with static buses and a 
mesh with unidirectional wrap-mounds. A mesh with unidirectional wraparounds is a 
torus with the restriction that any wraparoundlink of the architecture can only transmit 
data in one of the two directions at any clock tick. We show that the problem of packet 
routing can be solved as efficiently on a linear array with unidirectional wrap-around 
link as on a linear array with a broadcast bus. We also present a routing algorithm for 
a twcdimensional torus with unidirectional wraparound links whose run time is close 
to that of the best known algorithm for routing on a mesh with broadcast buses in each 
dimension. In addition, we show that on a mesh with broadcast buses, sorting can be 
done in time that is essentially the same as the time needed for packet routing. 
Ir'eywords: Mesh connected computer, Packet Routing, Sorting, Broadcast Bus, Ran- 
domized Algorithms 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Routing and Sorting 
There is an extensive body of literature pertaining to sorting and routing prob- 
lems on general r-dimensional meshes; see, for example, [ll, 6, 41. Extensions of 
the basic architecture including those with added broadcast buses have also been 
studied; see, for example, [3, 131. 
In the packet routing problem, a packet of information consists of some data (ir- 
relevant to the problem) and the destination index (or indices) of some processor(s) 
in the architecture. In this paper, we shall mainly consider permutation routing, 
viz. there is at most one packet at each processor initially, and each processor may 
be the destination of no more than one packet. A more general case of permutation 
routing is one-to-one routing, where each packet is destined for only one node and 
each node is the destination of no more than one packet and the origins of the pack- 
ets could be arbitrary. Regardless of the specific kind of routing problem, we shall 
always assume that the total number of packets is at most the number of processors 
in the mesh. 
The problem of sorting on a two dimensional mesh can be described as follows. 
There is a key at each node in the mesh, and the task is to rearrange the keys in 
ascending order according to some indexing scheme. The indexing scheme assumed 
in this paper is the blockwise snakelike row major indexing (the same as the one 
assumed in previous works such as [4, 1, 91). 
1.2. The parallel models 
Our basic model is a classical mesh, denoted M, both one-dimensional (a linear 
array with n processors) and two-dimensional (an n x n square grid with no wrap- 
around connections). A two-dimensional mesh contains a processor at each grid 
point, and every processor is connected to its four (or less) neighbors in the grid 
via bidirectional links. In every time step, it is assumed that each processor can 
communicate with any number of its neighbors (this model is referred to as the 
MIMD model in the literature) by sending single packets across the corresponding 
(directed) links. Further, each processor is capable of storing a certain number of 
packets. For any algorithm on the mesh, the maximum such storage required during 
any time step is called the queue size of the algorithm. 
The mesh with static buses, denoted as  M b ,  is obtained from the classical mesh 
by augmenting the latter with exclusive-write, concurrent-read broadcast buses 
along each dimension. Thus, the linear array with a bus contains a single bus 
that connects every processor in the array. The two-dimensional mesh with buses 
contains 2n buses, one for each row and column of the mesh. At any time instant, 
at most one processor attached to some given bus may write an information packet 
on the bus; it can be read by every other processor attached to that bus after one 
time step, which is the latency or delay of the bus. 
Our final model is the classical mesh with unidirectional, wrap-around links, 
denoted as M,. This model is identical to the torus, except that the wrap-around 
links are constrained to be unidirectional, i.e. at any given clock tick, at most 
one of the endpoints of any such link is able to send a packet along the link. The 
wrapped distance from a processor i to processor j in the linear array M, is given 
by (n- I j - i I) for 1 5 i, j 5 n, and denotes the distance along a path from i to j 
that traverses the wrap-around link. 
2. Routing on the linear array Mw 
The following tight bound on routing on the linear array Ma can be established. 
Lemma 1 ([7]) O n  the linear array Mb with n processors, one-to-one routing can 
be performed in  2n/3 steps. 
We first derive a lower bound for one-to-one routing on the linear array Mw.  
Consider the (partial) permutation routing problem in which every processor i (1 5 
i 5 n/3) initially contains a single packet destined for the processor (2n/3 + i) in 
the array, and vice versa. In particular, a total of 2n/3 processors contain packets, 
with each packet at a distance of 2n/3 from its destination. 
If some packet never uses the wrap-around link during the course of routing, it 
will need at least 2n/3 time steps to reach its destination. On the other hand, if 
all the 2n/3 packets use the wrap-around link, the unidirectional communication 
restriction implies that at least 2n/3 distinct time steps will be needed to  deliver 
the packets across the link. Consequently: 
Lemma 2 O n  the linear array Mw with n processors, one-to-one routing takes at 
least 2n/3 t ime steps. 
It is obvious that this lower bound argument can be extended to general one-to- 
one routing problems on a mesh Mw in any number of dimensions. That the upper 
bound for permutation routing on the linear array Mw is also 2n/3 time steps, is 
less obvious. 
Consider a linear array Mw and partition the n processors of Mw into three 
equal contiguous segments with n/3 processors in each segment. In particular, let 
A denote the segment of processors {i : 1 5 i < 71/31, let B denote the segment 
{i : n/3 + 1 < i < 2n/3}, and let C denote the remaining segment. We shall 
classify the packets in M,  based on their origins and their final destinations in the 
array. Let X y  denote the set of packets initially in segment X (X E {A, B, C}) 
with destinations in segment Y (Y E {A,  B,  C) ) .  
The algorithm is divided into two phases with each phase executing for exactly 
n/3 time steps. In phase I, packets are forwarded as follows: 
CA packets move to processor n, traverse the wrap-around link to processor 
1, and then use the remaining time steps in phase I to progress towards their 
destinations in region A. 
Ac packets undergo rearrangement within region A. In particular, an Ac 
packet destined for processor 2n/3+k (1 < k 5 n/3) is sent to the intermediate 
processor k. 
The remaining packets proceed along shortest paths toward their destinations, 
without using the wrap-around link. 
In phase 11, we continue routing as follows: 
CA packets continue towards their destinations (now within region A). 
The rearranged Ac packets move to processor 1, traverse the wrap-around 
link to processor n,  and then proceed toward their destinations in region C. 
AB, BA, Bc and CB packets continue towards their respective destinations, 
with BA packets yielding priority to the rearranged Ac packets in the event 
of edge contention. 
Lemma 3 The foregoing algorithm correctly routes any permutation rouling prob- 
lem on the linear array Mw with n processors in ezactly 2n/3 time steps wath queue 
size at most 3. 
Proof: First, it is clear that the wrap-around link is only used unidirectionally 
in each phase, by CA packets in phase I and by the rearranged Ac packets in 
phase 11. Since every processor initially contains at most one packet, the queue size 
requirement a t  any processor is 2, except processors in segment A which may need 
to store an additional Ac packet. 
Observe that all packets can move without delays in phase I. Hence, AA, BB 
and Cc packets complete their routing within the phase. Similarly, in phase 11, 
Ac, CA, AB, Bc and CB packets suffer no delays and hence reach their respective 
destinations by the end of phase 11. Therefore, it only remains to show that every 
BA packet that has not reached its destination by the end of phase I, completes its 
routing by the end of phase 11. 
Consider, without loss of generality, such a BA packet which originates at pro- 
cessor (n/3 + i) and is destined for processor j, for some 1 < j < i < 7113. 
It reaches processor i at the end of phase I without yet reaching its final des- 
tination. However, in phase 11, the packet under consideration may be delayed, 
but only by at most (n/3 - i + 1) rearranged AB to its "right" in region A. 
Hence, counting steps after the completion of phase I, the packet finishes rout- 
ing in (n/3 - i + 1) + (i - j )  = n/3 - ( j  - 1) additional time steps. Since j > 1, the 
packet completes its routing within phase 11. 
As a consequence, we obtain the following intriguing similarity in routing com- 
plexity between the linear array models Mb and Mw. 
Theorem 1 Permutation routing on both of the linear array models Mw and Mb 
takes 0(2n/3) time steps. 
The general version of one-to-one routing problem seems distinctly harder to 
solve on the linear array model Mw as compared to Mb.  The latter model can 
perform one-to-one routing in 2n/3 time steps [8] whereas it is still open whether 
Mw can perform one-bone routing any faster than the classical linear array without 
wrap-around, viz. in less than n time steps. Consider the following routing problem 
P' on the linear array M w .  We have n/2 packets originating one per processor in 
processors 1 through n/2, and destined for arbitrary processors in the array (with 
possibly many packets destined for the same processor). 
The special nature of the problem P' makes it possible to perform the routing in 
n/2 steps on M,. Specifically, packets that are at a distance of less than n/2 from 
their destinations are routed there along the shortest path, while the remaining 
packets are simultaneously routed one by one through the unidirectional wrap- 
around link in n/2 steps (since their wrapped destination distances are at most 
n/2). Using this observation, it is possible to adapt the algorithm for permutation 
routing on the two-dimensional model Mb as follows. 
Briefly, the algorithm on Mb [7] consists of three phases: 
(i) Partition the mesh into blocks of size for 2 5 q < n and sort packets in 
each block by destination index in snake-like row-major order. 
(ii) Each colunln (resp. row) in the top-left and the bottom-right quadrants (resp. 
the top-right and the bottom-left quadrants) independently performs the rout- 
ing given by problem P' ,  with the packets being sent to their correct destina- 
tion row within the column (resp. the correct destination column within the 
row). 
(iii) Each column (resp. row) in the mesh now performs a one-to-one routing of 
packets that arrived in the column (resp. row) in the previous phase, with 
packets being sent to their final row (resp. column) destinations. 
For details of the complete algorithm on Ma, see [?I. The algorithm correctly routes 
all the packets in 7n/6 + O(7)  steps using a queue size of O(q). A slightly improved 
routing algorithm has also been obtained [B], with runtime n + o(n) and queue size 
4.)- 
On M,, we perform the same three phases described above, using the unidirec- 
tional wrap-around links instead of buses. Phase (i) can be implemented on M, 
in 0($)  steps, phase (ii) (by the observation above) in n/2 steps, and phase (iii) 
in n steps. The algorithm uses intermediate queues of size O(q), and its proof of 
correctness is identical to that for the algorithm on Ma (see [7]). 
Theorem 2 The permutation routing problem on the two-dimensional mesh M, 
can be solved i n  3n/2 + O($) t ime steps with queue size O(q) for any 2 5 q 5 n. 
3. Randomized Sort ing w i t h  Sta t ic  Buses 
We show here that sorting of n2 elements can be accomplished on an n x n mesh 
with fixed buses in time that is only o(n) more than the time needed for permutation 
routing with high probability (abbreviated as w.h.p. from hereon). If one employs 
the improved routing algorithm of Leung and Shende [B] the run time for sorting 
will be n + O($) steps w.h.p., the queue size being O(q) (for any 2 < q < n).)  
Many optimal algorithms have been proposed in the literature for sorting on the 
conventional mesh (see e.g. [5]).  A 2n + o(n) step randomized algorithm has been 
discovered for sorting by Kaklamanis and Krizanc [I]. But 2n - 2 is a lower bound 
for sorting on the conventional mesh. Recently Rajasekaran and McKendall [lo] 
have presented an n + o(n) randomized algorithm for routing on a reconfigurable 
mesh. 
Summary .  Random sampling has played a vital role in the design of parallel 
algorithms for comparison problems (including sorting and selection). Reischuk's 
[12] sorting algorithm is a good example. Given n keys, the idea is to: 1) randomly 
sample n y f o r  some constant E < 1) keys, 2) sort this sample (using any nonoptimal 
algorithm), 3)partition the input using the sorted sample as splitter keys, and 4) to 
sort each part separately in parallel. Similar ideas have been used in many other 
works as well (see e.g., [2, 1, 9, 101). 
Let X = kl, kz,. . . , k, be a given sequence of n keys and let S = {ki, La,. . . , kt) 
be a random sample of s keys (in sorted order) picked from X. X is partitioned into 
(s + 1) parts defined as follows. X1 = { l  E X : e 5 ki), X j  = { l  E X : ki-l < 
e < kj) for 2 5 j 5 s, and X,+1 = { C  E X : C > kt). The following lemma [12] 
probabilistically bounds the size of each of these subsets, and will prove helpful to 
our algorithm. (We say a function f(n) is &(n)) if f (n) is 5 ccug(n) for all large 
n and for some constant c with probability 2 (1 - n-").) 
Lemma 4 T h e  cardinal i ty  of each Xj  (1 5 j 5 (s + 1)) is 6(5 logn). 
Next we describe our algorithm and prove its time bound. This algorithm is 
similar to  the one given in [lo]. We only provide a brief summary of the algorithm. 
More details can be found in [2] or [lo]. The mesh is partitioned into blocks of size 
n4/5 x n4/5. 
(i) A random sample of size very nearly n3f5 is chosen and broadcast to the whole 
mesh, such that each block stores a copy of all the splitter keys. 
(ii) We compute the partial ranks of the sample keys in each block after sorting 
the block. 
(iii) Then we perform a prefix sum operation on these partial ranks so as to obtain 
the global ranks of the sample keys. 
(iv) Now we route each packet to an approximate destination that is a random 
node in an appropriate block of size n3f4 x n3f4. This approximate destination 
is very close to its actual destination and depends on the two splitter keys 
between which it falls. In particular, the approximate destination of any 
packet will be at the most a block away from its actual destination w.h.p. 
(v) Next we sort the individual blocks and compute the rank of each key in the 
mesh. 
(vi) Finally we route the packets to their actual destinations. 
Analysis. The key to the analysis is the observation that the global ranks of the 
sample keys can be computed in o(n) steps. This observation was first made in [lo] 
in connection with sorting on a reconfigurable mesh. 
Step (i) takes 0(n3f5) steps, since a single key can be broadcast to the whole 
mesh in O(1) steps using the buses. 
Step (ii) involves sorting blocks of size n3I4 x n3f4 (together with the sample 
keys) and can be completed in 0(n3f4) time using any standard sorting algorithm 
(such as Schnorr and Shamir's [5 ] ) .  
In step (iii), the global rank of a single key can be computed in time 0(n1f5). 
This can be done for instance by concentrating all the partial ranks of this key in a 
region of size n1I5 x n1f5. Thus the global ranks of all the keys can be determined 
in time 0(n1f5 x n3f5) = 0(n4f5).  
In step (iv), routing takes n + o(n) steps using Leung and Shende's algorithm 
PI - 
Sorting in step (v) takes O(n4I5) time. 
Step (vi) also can be finished in time 0(n4I5) because the actual destination of 
any key can be at the most one block away from where it is after step 4 (cf. lemma 
4). 
Thus we have the following 
Theorem 3 Sorting on an n x n mesh with buses can be performed in n + o(n) 
steps w.h.p. 
4. Open Problems 
We have shown that the parallel model M,  can perform permutation routing as 
efficiently as the model Mb in the linear case. We conjecture that the same holds for 
general one-to-one routing. It  is also open whether the randomized sorting result 
for Mb (Theorem 3) also extends to  the model M,. 
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